Analysis of Financial Statements

Aug 19-Sep 15, 2015 | 6:30 - 8:30 pm | Wed & Fri

This course has been designed to facilitate analytical assessment of financial statements. Aim of the course is to highlight various aspects of financial statements which have to be taken into consideration while analyzing numbers. This course has been segmented into three broad categories in order to cover various aspects of financial analysis. Interpretations of ratios are always interrelated. Therefore, appropriate dissection of the ratios is very important which can be helpful in due diligence, performance analysis, credit base analysis, investors analysis, assessment of future outlook, cash cycle assessment in consideration to budgetary forecast, etc. After attending this course, participants will be able to assess various aspects of financial analysis against small amount of investment.

Focus Areas

Analytical Reading
- Directors report
- Auditor report
- Notes to the accounts

Dissection of Financial Statements
- Cash flow statement works as blood circulation
- Investment artery
- Financing as a source of pumping cash flow

Financial Data Interpretation
- Ration analysis & its interrelationship
- Utilization of Dupont analysis

Skills Development Program
Adding Skills to Experience
Learning Outcomes

Participants will able:
⇒ Develop skills to capitalize financial analytical tools
⇒ Dissection of financial ratios
⇒ Assessment of areas for performance appraisal

Who should attend?

⇒ Creditors
⇒ Investors
⇒ Investment bankers focusing on mergers & acquisition
⇒ Costing & budgetary planning personnel
⇒ Consultants
⇒ Senior management
⇒ Managers operations & sales executives
⇒ Executives & Consultants working in insurance companies
⇒ Executive with engineering & other non-financial background.
⇒ Journalists & political analysts who need to understand trends and market conditions.
⇒ Small Business Owners & entrepreneurs

Fees: PKR 16,000/-
(Inclusive of certificates and course manual)

For Registration
Ph.: 021-38104700-01 Ext: 1541 | Fax: 021-38103008
Email: BESDP@iba.edu.pk
Website: http://cee.iba.edu.pk/BEnSDP.shtml
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IbaBusinessEnglish

For Queries & Information

Sumera Muhammad
Manager, Skill Development Program
Center for Executive Education
Contact: 024-38104700-01 | Ext: 1801
Email: smuhammad@iba.edu.pk

Mirza Irshad Ali Baig
Executive, Center for Executive Education
Contact: 024-38104700-01 | Ext: 1811
Email: mibaig@iba.edu.pk

Trainer Profile:

Mohsin Adhi is a Board member and Partner at Alfa Adhi Securities (Pvt) Ltd. (TREC Member KSE and member Pakistan Mercantile Exchange PMEX) and Casta Oils. He is also the Chief Strategist at Live Long (Pvt) Ltd.

Mohsin Adhi has completed his MSc (Finance & Financial Law) from University of London.

He is also serving treasurer at Pakistan Institute of International Law (PIIL) and has also been a part of Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) product development committee where conceptualization of products like Stock Index Futures (SIFC) and Cash Settled Futures (CSF) has been perceived.

Mohsin is also serving as corporate trainer and visiting faculty at various institutes.

Registration form & Fee Voucher are available at the website: http://cee.iba.edu.pk/BEnSDP.shtml

Fee is to be deposited in cash / pay order in any branch of FAYSAL BANK Ltd., A/C No. 110-2162113-006.

No fee will be accepted in cash/cheque at our office.

Fees is inclusive of certificates and course manual.